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COFFEE & TEA GIFTS



WHY coffee 
& tea gifts?
Coffee and tea are universally enjoyed beverages, making 

them a versatile and accessible choice that appeals to a wide 

range of customers.

a little extra token 


of appreciation: 



Create a lasting impression, by 

expressing the thoughtfulness behind the 

gift with a personal message or greeting.

A unique Experience & taste: 



With a variety of flavours and origins 

available for both coffee and tea lovers 

alike, you can offer a gift that matches 

the individual preferences for a premium 

coffee and tea experience.

Affordable luxury: 



Coffee and tea gifts are available at 

various price points, accommodating 

different budgets, while still being 

valued and appreciated.

Festive Packaging: 



Thoughtfully designed packaging adds 

a touch of holiday spirit, making it a 

visually appealing and delightful gift.



OUR 
ROASTERY:

We believe that great coffee starts 

with great craft. We hand-roast and 

slow-craft all of our coffees at our 

own artisan roastery, carefully 

controlling the process to bring out 

unique flavours and aromas in each 

batch.   

Our commitment to quality and craft 

is what sets us apart, and we take 

pride in every step of our journey, 

from sourcing the finest beans to 

perfecting the roasting process.

Our goal is to offer our customers 

amazing coffee experiences. We're 

passionate about our craft and believe 

that every cup of coffee should be a 

special moment of enjoyment.   

From the very first first sip, we want our 

customers to discover and experiment 

with some of the best specialty coffees 

from all over the world, savour the rich, 

complex flavours and aromas and be 

their own baristas.



Loved and 
Reviewed 
by 30,000+ 
customers

Small Brand, Big Love! 


Despite being a small and 

relatively unknown brand, we have 

been incredibly fortunate to 

garner thousands of reviews from 

customers worldwide, who have 

passionately shared their positive 

experiences with our products and 

services. 


35200+ 
Reviews


4000+ 
Reviews


4,7 stars earned over the 
last 12 months.

4,8 stars earned over the 
last 12 months.

800+ 
Reviews


2100+ 
Reviews


4,6 stars earned over the 
last 12 months.

5,0 stars earned over the 
last 12 months.

I got this for both my dad and my 
husband this year and they both 
absolutely love it! The coffee is such 
good quality and taste amazing, and it’s 
consciously and ethically sourced. Will 
DEFINITELY be buying again!!

Perfect gift for coffee lovers. I always find myself buying gifts that are easy to wrap - this was 
perfect for that. 
They’re ~pretty~ easy to use - but you do need to be steady - at the end of the day you’re 
pouring boiling hot water while your hand is trying to keep the top of the bag open. 
Really clever design with how it filters the coffee from the grounds. And really great taste too.

This is amazing quality coffee with 
very eco-friendly packaging that can 
be reused. It's perfect as a gift or just 
as a treat for yourself! I 100% 
recommend this shop :)

Super fast shipping with minimal packaging waste. I was 
really impressed with how this was packaged and 
shipped. We got it long before the expected delivery 
date. The coffee smells amazing although it’s very very 
cold here so we haven’t had a chance to camp and drink 
it yet. I would definitely order from this seller again!

Very fast shipping! Arrived at our home in 
Massachusetts, USA in about 5 days. Nice packaging 
too. My husband has been loving trying new coffees 
from around the world. Excellent quality. It’s fun to 
compare the flavor notes day to day. Highly 
recommend!



THE COFFEEBREWER

Innovation

Hybrid between 

French Press & Pour-Over!

=

Exceptional infusion & extraction: 

Our brewing process is designed to deliver an 

exceptional coffee infusion and extraction, resulting in 

a flavour experience that is unmatched.



Amazing value: 

Unlike standard coffee pods that typically contain 

around 5 grams of regular coffee, each of our 

Coffeebrewers is generously packed with 21 grams of 

specialty coffee. 

OPEN

Click off the 

Coffeebrewer spout 

cap and open the top 

BREW
Pour hot water into 

the Coffeebrewer 

filter; brew 4-8 min

SERVE
Serve and enjoy premium 


specialty coffee, anytime, 

anywhere

brew it as you like it 

anytime, anywhere



THE COFFEEBREWER ADVENT CALENDAR

A New Coffee experience each day.

DECEMBER 2024
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25 different Coffeebrewer assortment


50 cups of coffee to share

Coffeebrewer (brew-in-the-bag) innovation

A different coffee origin every day leading up to Christmas

Available in 3 different festive design sleeves



THE ORIGINAL  
COFFEEBREWER  
ADVENT CALENDAR

THE PREMIUM  
COFFEEBREWER  
ADVENT CALENDAR

25 X different 
COFFEEBREWERS 25 X different 

COFFEEBREWERS
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A New Coffee experience each day.

DECEMBER 2024
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THE PREMIUM COFFEE BEAN ADVENT CALENDAR

25 different coffee bean taster pack experiences


Up to 120 cups of coffee to share

66g innovative coffee bean day packs

A different coffee origin every day leading up to Christmas



THE TEABREWER ADVENT CALENDAR

A New tea experience each day.

DECEMBER 2024

25 different natural and organic loose leaf tea blends 
Teabrewer (brew-in-the-bag) innovation 



A unique tea origin every day leading up to Christmas

50-75 cups of tea to share
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5 Pcs box 10 Pcs box 10 Pcs box7 Pcs box 14 Pcs box

mERRY cHRISTMAS PREMIUM mERRY cHRISTMAS FESTIVE mERRY cHRISSTMAS FESTIVE

7 pcs 


mERRY cHRISSTMAS RETRO

mERRY cHRISTMAS 
cOFFEEBREWER 

GIFT BOXES

14 pcs 


mERRY cHRISSTMAS RETRO
5-7 Different specialty coffee origins


Up to 28 Cups of coffee to share

Coffeebrewer (brew-in-the-bag) innovation

Available in different festive design sleeves



THE PREMIUM  
COFFEE BEAN  
GIFT BOX

THE PREMIUM  
COFFEE BEAN   
GIFT BOX

14 different 
COFFEE BEAN 
TASTER PACKS

7 different 
COFFEE BEAN 
TASTER PACKS

14 different coffee bean origin experiences
 7 different coffee bean origin experiences


Up to 42 cups of coffee to share Up to 28 cups of coffee to share

66g innovative coffee bean day packs

A different coffee origin every day

66g innovative coffee bean day packs

A different coffee origin every day



A small Christmas gift you can send to your 

favourite coffee or tea lover directly in the post.


Unique and diverse Christmas-themed card front 

designs, for both coffee and tea lovers


Option to personalize with a message on the 

backside sticker

THE Coffee & tea cards diverse DESIGNS

Choose from a wide selection 

of Christmas Coffee Cards, 

with inspiring winter holiday 

themed designs.

CUSTOM MESSAGE

Each card can be personalized with a message on 

the backside. You can either pen it yourself on the 

back or have it printed by us, through our digital 

personalization service. 

AMAZING VALUE

Each Coffee Greeting Card contains 3 

Coffeebrewers, each containing 21 g of 

premium, pre-ground specialty coffee, 

hand-roasted at our own roastery.



mERRY cHRISSTMAS RETRO coffee cards

mERRY cHRISSTMAS Coffee cards

mERRY cHRISSTMAS TEA CARD



the TEAbrewer

The teapot of tomorrow

Reinvent the way you 
experience premium loose 
leaf tea with the Teabrewer.

100% natural and organic:


Sourced from the finest organic ingredients, our loose-

leaf tea blends comprise high-quality tea leaves, herbs, 

and fruit bits, offering a lush flavour experience.



Amazing value: 


Each Teabrewer contains 3-9 g gram of premium, natural 

and organic loose-leaf tea and fruit bit blends.

brew it as you like it 

anytime, anywhere

=

OPEN BREW SERVE

Click off the Teabrewer 

spout cap and open 

the top 

Pour hot water into the 

Teabrewer filter; brew 

3-10 min, depending 

on the tea type

Serve and enjoy premium 


organic tea, 


anytime, anywhere



Stanley travel mugs stanley tall thermo bottles

stanley small thermo bottles

stanley thermo flusk

your gift bUNDLE 
could look

like this

Any coffee gift box, available in multiple sleeve design variations,  
can be bundled with Stanley drinkware accessories, ranging from 
0.35L to 0.47L cups or thermo bottles



THE CHRISTMAS 
TEA COLLECTION

GIFT BOX

7 different 
TEABREWERS

7 different natural and organic loose leaf tea blends

Teabrewer (brew-in-the-bag) innovation 



A unique tea origin every day 

Up to 21 cups of tea to share



ULTIMATE COCKTAIL KIT

16 different natural and organic tea blends, packaged in Teabrewers


25cl organic vodka + 25cl organic gin + 25cl organic rum

Shaker & jigger

25cl Lime juice

25cl Sugar syrup

Menu card

Mix and match diverse Teabrewer flavours with the 
alcoholic options for the ultimate cocktail 
experience, tailored to your tastes. * Cocktail part that the Sugar sirup and Lime bottles will not be 

delivered in the transparent bottles as shown, but in a new packaging.



GIN COCKTAIL KIT VODKA COCKTAIL KIT RUM COCKTAIL KIT

8 Different natural and organic tea blends


25cl organic gin

Shaker & jigger

25cl Lime juice

25cl Sugar syrup

Menu card

Mix and match teabrewer flavours with 
organic Gin, for the ultimate cocktail 
experience, tailored to your tastes.

8 Different natural and organic tea blends
 8 Different natural and organic tea blends


25cl organic vodka 25cl organic rum

Shaker & jigger Shaker & jigger

25cl Lime juice 25cl Lime juice

25cl Sugar syrup 25cl Sugar syrup

Menu card Menu card

Mix and match teabrewer flavours with 
organic Vodka, for the ultimate cocktail 
experience, tailored to your tastes.

Mix and match teabrewer flavours with 
organic Rum, for the ultimate cocktail 
experience, tailored to your tastes.

* Cocktail part that the Sugar sirup and Lime bottles 
will not be delivered in the transparent bottles as 

shown, but in a new packaging.

* Cocktail part that the Sugar sirup and Lime bottles 
will not be delivered in the transparent bottles as 

shown, but in a new packaging.

* Cocktail part that the Sugar sirup and Lime bottles 
will not be delivered in the transparent bottles as 

shown, but in a new packaging.



* Cocktail part that the Sugar sirup and Lime bottles will not be 
delivered in the transparent bottles as shown, but in a new packaging.

NON-alcoholic

cocktail kit

8 different natural and organic tea blends
Shaker & jigger

25cl Lime juice

25cl Sugar syrup

Menu card

Mix and match diverse Tea flavours with the 
lime juice and sugar syrup, for the ultimate 
mocktail experience, tailored to your tastes.



THE IRISH KIT

5 Coffeebrewers containing ground specialty coffee from Brazil

Tullamore D.E.W. 35 cl.
150 g brown sugar

200 ml UHT cream

We have carefully selected the best ingredients:

the best Brazilian specialty coffee, and Tullamore D.E.W. 
Whisky and perfected our recipe for the best Irish Coffee 
there is in an easy to use DIY Irish coffee kit!



WE 
partner 
with

OUR AWARDS

PROUD MEMBERS OF

ASI Member No. 41721 PSI Member ID 47764



PR ICE  L I ST  -  CHRISTMAS PRODUCTS

PREMIUM COFFEE 

ADVENT CALENDAR

25PCs coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129708774  

SKU: A106003  

MSRP: 79,00 USD

PREMIUM 2024 COFFEE 

ADVENT CALENDAR

25PCs coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129713235

SKU: A106006

MSRP: 75,00 USD

14PCS Premium COFFEE 


BEANS GIFT  box

14PCs X 66g. coffee packs

EAN: 5710129712139

SKU: A066935

MSRP: 50,00 USD

14PCS Premium 

COFFEEBREWER GIFT  box

14PCs coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129712054

SKU: A100895

MSRP: 50,00 USD

7PCS Original 

COFFEEBREWER GIFT  box

7PCs coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129710203

SKU: A106921

MSRP: 28,00 USD

7PCS Premium 

COFFEEBREWER GIFT  box

7PCs coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129712016

SKU: A100885

MSRP: 28,00 USD

7PCS retro 

COFFEEBREWER GIFT  box

7PCs coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129707432

SKU: A100982

MSRP: 28,00 USD

14PCS ORIGINAL 

COFFEEBREWER GIFT  box

14PCs coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129710241

SKU: A106912  

MSRP: 50,00 USD

7PCS tea COFFEEBREWER 

GIFT  box

7PCs Teabrewers

EAN: 5710129710364

SKU: A203050  

MSRP: 28,00 USD

14PCS retro COFFEEBREWER 

GIFT  box

10PCs coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129703960

SKU: A100970 

MSRP: 50,00 USD

7PCS Premium COFFEE 


BEANS GIFT  box

7PCs X 66g. coffee packs

EAN: 5710129712092

SKU: A066915

MSRP: 28,00 USD

ORIGINAL 

coffeebrewer 

advent Calendar

25PCs coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129701157

SKU: A106001

MSRP: 79,00 USD

Premium COFFEE 

BEAN  advent 

Calendar

25PCs x 66g. coffee packs

EAN: 5710129711873

SKU: A066920  

MSRP: 99,00 USD

TEA advent 

Calendar

25PCs Teabrewers

EAN: 5710129704547

SKU: A203040  

MSRP: 75,00 USD



Merry christmas TEAcard

3PCs Teabrewers

EAN: 5710129707555

SKU: A200101

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Premium TRAVEL  K IT

4PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129712726

SKU: A100833

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129709061

SKU: A106110

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129707500

SKU: A100101

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129709047

SKU: A100108

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129709108

SKU: A106114

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129707524

SKU: A100103

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129709054

SKU: A100109

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129709092

SKU: A106113

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129707517

SKU: A100102

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129709023

SKU: A100106

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129709085

SKU: A106112

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129707531

SKU: A100104

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129709030

SKU: A100107

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129709078

SKU: A106111

MSRP: 12,00 USD

Merry christmas 

coffeecard

3PCs Coffeebrewers

EAN: 5710129707548

SKU: A100105

MSRP: 12,00 USD

PR ICE  L I ST  -  CHRISTMAS PRODUCTS



Ultimate cock tail  k it

EAN: 5710129707395

SKU: A351040

MSRP: Contact sales department

Stanley travel  mugs

MSRP: 32,95 EUR

stanley tall  thermo 

bot tles

MSRP: 49,95 EUR

stanley small  thermo 

bot tles

MSRP: 32,95 EUR

stanley thermo 

flusk

MSRP: 32,95 EUR

gin cock tail  k it

EAN: 5710129707210

SKU: A350010

MSRP: Contact sales department

vodka cock tail  k it

EAN: 5710129707227

SKU: A350020

MSRP: Contact sales department

rum cock tail  k it

EAN: 5710129707234

SKU: A350030

MSRP: Contact sales department

non-alcoholic  

cock tail  k it

EAN: 5710129707203

SKU: A350000

MSRP: Contact sales department

BE

YOUR

OWN

BARISTA

b2b.brew-company.com/pages/contact-us

PR ICE  L I ST  -  CHRISTMAS PRODUCTS

IR ISH COFFEE K IT

EAN: 5710129702710

SKU: A100957

MSRP: Contact sales department


